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Students
housing
KATHYSCHUH
StafrWriter
With spring break fast ap-
proaching, many students are rais-
ing questions about the housing
situation for next year. Betty Rea,
the Director of Housing, says that
many students' questions are an-
swered in a housing brochure to be
distributed to students this week.
The printing of these bro-
chures was delayed this year due to
an uncertainty of the fate of Ke-nard- ca
residence halL The decision
now has been made to close Ke-nard- en
for renovation next year,
which will mean tighter housing
conditions for everyone on cam-
pus.
.
.
'
;
.
:
: Several changes will take place .
' in the distribution of male, female :
and co-e- d housing. According to
Rea, next year will bring upper
class men to Holden first floor
main, co-e- d bousing to Holden
first floor new, and upper class co
- ed housing to Holden Annex.
Andrews will be an all male dorm, .
while Merz Hall will be available
Sklar challenges
New World Order
SPECIAL TO THE VOICE
This Thursday, February 28th
.
at 7 pan. in Lean Lecture Hall,
Holly Sklar will lecture on
"Challenging the Brave New
World Order Human Rights and
Wrongs from Central America to
the Gulf." Sklar is the key note
speaker on Central America for
Human Rights week. February
25th -- March IsL
Sklar's lecture will address
double standards about human
rights, international law and de-
mocracy; changing pretexts for
ILS. intervention in the post-Col-d
War era; the domestic casualties of
ILS. foreign policy; and alterna-
tive policies and principles for a
genuinely new world order. Partic-
ular focus will be paid to the War
in the Persian Gulf and recurring
themes evident in U.S. foreign
raise
questions
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for upper class women seeking
non-progra- m small housing.
The closing of Kenarden
should not. however, change any .
special housing options. Clubs,
sections, language houses and pro-
gram houses should all have re-
ceived letters explaining the proce-
dures required for re-- application.
This Friday. February 22, all club,
.
section, and permanent charter
house applications are due.
, .. Those applications, for small-progra- m
houses are due Thursday,
February 28. As for
block housing, Rea emphasized
that there is an application proce-
dure required for all blocks, and
that a program is required of all in-
dividuals requesting block hous-
ing. Block housing is an option ;
for those students with common .
interests who would prefer not to
live in a program house.
Rea will be conducting infor-
mation sessions with residential
halls and houses in the near future.
.
and all students are welcome to at--
'
lend.;-
-' v s.
policy throughout the 1980"s.
Sklar received her undergradu-
ate degree from Oberlin College
and a Ph.D. in political science
from Columbia University. Sklar
is currently regarded along with
Noam Chomsky as one of the
cading experts on Central Ameri-
can politics and the issues sur-
rounding U.S. foreign policy to-
ward Nicaragua and El Salvador.
- Sklar is the author of Wash-
ington's War on Nicaragua, winner '
of the 1988 Outstanding Book
Award from the Gustavus Myers
Center for the Study of Human
Rights in the United States, and
Trilateralism, the definitive study
of the influential U.S. --European-Japanese
Trilateral Commission.
She is co-auth- or of Poverty in the'
American Dream, a columnist for
see Sklar: page 3
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Unidentified "students &llffif To till K3u8 AiWrMtn snow the nlghf of Sun-
day Feb. 17. (Photo by Danf Stifaniuk)''r':T;'
(Cdufce Arch filled
DREW NICHOLSON
Staff Writer
Monday, February 18, 1991,
the Voice received a communique
from the 17 February Packers
Against Classes claiming respon-
sibility for filling up Kauke Arch
with snow late Sunday night The
student "terrorists" apparently
worked from 10 pjn. Sunday
night until 2 pjn. the next morn-
ing. Utilizing appropriated gar-
bage cans and Lowry trays, the ac-
tivists completely blocked passage
to the main Arch doors with a
mass of snow extending five feet
on either side to the doors and
about nine feet taU.
In addition, all the external
doors to Kauke were covered to
some extent with snow. "We are
very pleased with our efforts," an
unidentified member of the reac-
tionary group said. "We did much
better than the groups that tried it
last time."
He was referring to the inci-
dent that took place two years ago,
an abortive attempt that didn't get
'5s
very far, simply because the snow
fell the day before spring break and
the students saw no point in fill-
ing up the Arch if there were no
classes the next day anyway.
Other Kauke Arch filling at-
tempts include the first try back in
the seventies when the student fill-
ers actually packed most of the
Arch with snow. Leaving only a
few feet of space between the ceil--.
ing and the top of the giant snow
pack, the effort by the students led
the then current president J. Garber
Dnishal to say "The day the Arch
is filled is the day we cancel class-
es."
It is unknown if classes were
indeed canceled, but rumor has it
that Kauke has only been closed
twice, and only once for weather --
during an ice storm that made it
very unsafe to walk around or even
go outside.
The most famous Arch Filling
Expedition was that of 1986. A
group students decided to fill the
Arch at about midnight and set out
to do so, being mildly successful,
accumulating about two or three
1 fi
-,-
-
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with snow
feet, when disaster struck. An un-
identified passerby, instead of con-
tacting campus security, called the
county police.
The police showed up in force
with at least eight cars and arrested
the twenty-som- e Arch fillers. All
ended well, however, the students
were set free with a clean record
and at least one county officer was
brought up on charges of false ar-
rest
Sunday's Arch filling attempt
began by about twenty members
of the anti-class-es activists. Hav-
ing accumulated two feet of snow
in fifteen minutes, they were
forced to leave by security forces
and student patrol units. After re-
turning five minutes later, the ac-
tivists were run off again by re-
turning security units who then
posted a yellowjacket guard to
keep the classes protesters away.
The groups left and decided to re-
turn in a half an hour.
When they returned, they were
informed by students wishing to
see Kauke Arch: page 3
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Sea program offers escape from campus
AMYLAMBO
Surr writer
Many college students often
feel smothered by the conventions
of the classroom. Campus life be-
comes claustrophobic, and there is
a desperate search for academic al--'
teraatives that allows them to es-
cape this monotony. A program
that has given Wooster students
and many college students across
the coon try a limitless educational
opportunity is the Sea Education
Association.
Last semester, Wooster junior
John Parsons participated in this
six week program that started at
(he SEA campus in Wood's Hole.
Bawden speaks on Pre-Inca- ns
SPECIAL TO TTTH VOICE
Dr. Garth Bawden. Director of
the Maxwell Museum of Amhro-.- ,.
pology at the University of New
Mexico. Albuquerque, will draw
on his recent field research when
he examines "Pre-Inca- n Civiliza-
tions in Northern Peru" in Lean
Lecture Room at 8:15 pm. Tues-
day. February 26.
He will illustrate his discus-
sion with slides from three major
sites where he has worked: Huan-chac-o,
Moqucgua and Da
For the past decade Bawden has
been a principal in the archaeologi-
cal research in northern Peru. In
1931 he served as Archaeological
Kenarden renovations
SPECIAL TO THE VOICE
The College of Woostcr's
Board of Trustees has approved a
$4.2- - million renovation of Ke-
narden Lodge and has announced
that the project will begin in June.
During renovation, the build-
ing will be extensively remodeled.
Kenarden should be available for
use by August 1992.
To fund the renovation, the
College has received a gift of SI
million from the Sam and Helen
Walton Foundation of Bcntonvillc,
Arkansas. Stanley Gault, chairper-
son of Woostcr's Board of Trus-
tees, and other trustees have also
Massachusetts. Marine history
and literature are explored and stu-- '
denu take part in classes on ocean .
navigation. the complexities of -
- marine ecosystems. Ihe tragedy of--
the pollution of the waters! and :
the scientific techniques used in.
geological research at sea. j
Undergraduates in any major
can participate in the program ,
with a choice of concentration in
the scientific aspects or the cultu-
ral and economic aspects of the
sea. After the class time at Wood's
Hole, the students take to the
ocean on either the SSV Wester-war- d,
or the SSV Corwith Cram-
er, two research vessels equipped
with full laboratories. The vessels
Consultant for the Field Museum
of Natural .History Precolumbian ..
jtogatJOrojcct.atiiuancnaco.
Between 1983-198- 5 while he
was Acting Director of the Pea-bo- dy
Museum of Archaeology and
Ethnology. Harvard University, he
directed the Pcabody Project at
Moqucgua. Since joining the
Maxwell Museum in 1985-198- 6.
he has headed the University of .
New Mexico Project at llo
He has said that his work
"utilizes an inclusive approach that
integrates historical models, com-
parative ethnological data and ar-
chaeological research.''
The current work at Ho
"investigates the relationships be--
provided major support for the pro-
ject.
The total cost of the renova-
tion includes construction, furnish-
ings, computer equipment and ar-
chitectural fees.
"The renovation of a residence
hall is the single most difficult
project for any college to fund, and
we arc extremely grateful for the
leadership that two of our trustees,
Stan Gault and Rob Walton, have
provided for Kenarden," said Henry
Cope Land.
"Kenarden was built in 1911
and has served the College well for
80 years, but it has a number of
problems that must be addressed lo
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spend six weeks sailing the waters
of the North Atlantic and Caribb-
ean Sea. :- - '
vSEA provides a great opportu
nity for students to explore the do-
main that occupies 23 of the earth
surface, and may contain many
of the solutions to our environ-
mental and energy problems.
SEA was founded in 1971 and has
continually provided the opportu-nit- y
to explore one of the most
alluring and most beautiful areas
of nature. Students also have the
opportunity to share a great deal
with students from all over the
country, call 1-800-5- 52-3633
(recruiting and admissions infor-
mation)
tween Andean environmental zones
and human scemeiji" from' 100Q
ti
Bawden is equally at home in
the Near East. After the British-bor- n
scholar received his doctorate
from Harvard in 1977, he became
Director of the Saudi Arabian
Northern Area Archaeological Sur-
vey sponsored by the Department
of Antiquities and, Museums,
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and Har--J
vard University. In 1979-198- 0 he'
directed excavations at Tayma and
Dawmat a-Jand- al, Saudi Arabia.
Professor Pam Frese brought
him to Woostcr's attention. The
Cultural Events Committee IS
sponsoring his visit. .
approved
meet contemporary expectations."
The renovation' will reduce the
occupancy of Kenarden from 194
students to 141 with the building
divided into 11 suites of varying '
sizes, housing from three to 17'
students in single and double bed-
rooms.
Each suite will have at its cen-
ter a shared living room, and the
renovated building will feature a
two-lev-el main lounge with a fire-
place and smaller areas for study
and television. There will also be a
computer room, small library, ex-
ercise room, laundry and an apart-
ment for the building's resident di- -'
rector.
Thompson
on sexuality
HANS JOHNSON ' "
' ;Guest Wriig ';" '
. v -
Karen iThojnrnV kjiowii for
her long court battle. wlUVis the
College Monday. Thompson will
dine with the Residential Life
Staff and will lead a workshop
with faculty in Lean at 4.-0-0. Her
main lecture in Gault at 730 that
' evening is open to the whole com-
munity.
She has appeared on numerous
talk shows while many journals
nd columnists have followed her
efforts. Now a professor at Sl
ftsMlf Cft I Iniuwrihl irk M,mtm
''sotaVTn'ompnH
experiences wun sexism; aoietsm
anil homophobia.
Author of Why Can't Sharon
Kowalsli Come Home, Thomp-
son over the last six years has
waged a court battle to attain offi-
cial custody of Sharon Kowalski.
nowaiskK is ner icsoian partner
who was 'severely injured" in a nTh&mpalsV'aims'TttOmpsoli'also''tlaims that
l'983: taV'arcident'causea'by z'thc KdUsTcUPWgleaed 'Sharon
drunk driver.
Soon after the accident and in-
jury, Kowalski's parents sought to
take control of Kowalski, who
suffered damage to her brain stem
and had impaired communication
Bell: Hooks speaks
on white escape
MICHAEL DITTMAN
Slff Writer
Noted author and lecturer Glo-
ria Watkins. who goes by the
name Bell Hooks, gave a lecture
Tuesday, February 19, to a packed
crowd, in Gault Recital HaU. Her
lecture ranged from topics as di-
verse and .abstract as "Imperial
.Nostalgia"
.
and tbe American
"Phalloccniric .Society."
.
..Hooks' address was filled with
inflammatory ideals.. Ideals such
as racism at Oberlin College
where she teaches, "I don't want to
party with my colleagues, because
I don't want to be racially insult-
ed." she said.
Much of the lecture, however,
speaks
I ,
.
.
'v . . .
.
i
-
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Karen Thompson
abilities.1 Kowalski allegedly re-
peatedly demonstrated her desires
to remain with Thompson, her
Companion of four years. '
through inadequate care while in
their custody. Although the court
battle continues, Thompson said
that she is confident an upcoming
decision will confirm her as Kow-
alski's sOlc legitimate guardian.
was centered on the idea of young
whites escaping what she calls
"the bleak landscape of whiteness"
by taking black culture, such as
rap. as their own. She also put
forth the idea that whites, especial-
ly young white males, want culture
of color because advertisers have
made it "savagely exciting."
Hooks cited the recent Benetton
and Tweeds advertisements as ex-
amples.
. ,
Hooks currently teaches at
Oberlin College. She currently
has published twelve books and
magazine articles. Hooks was a
Black Leader- - in-Reside- nce for the
College of Wooster for February
19-2- 0. She also lectured several
black studies classes.
Don't miss (he action of the NCAC tournamentjust because you can't make it to the gym. Catch
all the action of College of Wooster Basketball on
your sound alturnative, WCWS, 90.9.
Semifinals Friday, Finals .Saturday
February 22, 1991
L.E.A.D. helps students
develop leadership
SUSAN BERRY
Staff Writer
LJLA.D., or Leader Education
and Development has almost com-
pleted one successful year of help-
ing students become more effec-
tive leaders at the College of
Wooster. The ultimate purpose of
LJLA.D. is "to develop and en-
hance leadership at The College of
Wooster."
One week before school, ten
members of the L.E.A.D. team,
who are currently students at the
College, spent one week at Camp
Miniwanca, a camp in Michigan,
to build leadership abilities and to
join together as a group.
One goal of L.E.A.D. is to
teach students ways which they ,
can become better leaders. Each
member of L.E.A.D. is a "living
library"-the- y are able to speak on
two or three leadership topics. For --
example, a student may be able to
lecture on goal setting or
tion. The workshops are held, dur-
ing which IE.A.D. .addresses
topics-such- . as motivation, net-- J
working,- - communication, goal-- "
setting, diversity, problem solv-
ing, cooperation, competition and
effectiveness.
The team uses their "living li-
brary" to speak to various groups
such as the Wooster Volunteer
Network, and seminars such as the
Current Leaders Workshop. - .
Currently, L.E.A.D. is work-
ing on a Future Leader Seminar
that is open to any member of the
campus, through application, who
wants to learn more about leader-
ship. Those students who have ex-
perience with leadership, but
would like to learn more about it
are encouraged to apply for the Ad-
vanced Leaders Seminar. There is a
leadership banquet planned for the
end of the year to recognize the
student leaders.
In the 1990-199- 1 school year,
the students in the L.E.A.D. pro-
gram are seniors Jennifer Belmont,
David Dring, Monica Hanson,
Megan Hess and Kelli Holmes.
Juniors are Andy Gardner, Aeron
Lucas and Helen Wood, and the
sophomore representative is Katie
Lederer. The program's advisor is
Sylvja Young, and the student ad-
visor is David Dririg This group
is sponsored by the Dean of Stu-
dents and the Student Government
Association. -
The selection process for next
year's. L.E.A.D. team is starting
now. Every year there are 10 new
members selected by the current
L.E.A.D," team. After the. 'new
"members are choseh,they will be
inducted into the L.E.A.D. teanC
The students chosen will go to
Camp Miniwanca in the beginning
of the school year. When chosen,
the student is a member of
LJJ.A.D. through his or her re-
maining years at Wooster. Interest-
ed students can get an application
at the front desk in Lowry Center.
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French Lenards
French Lenards bring rhythms to Underground
EMILY SILVERMAN
StaffWriter
Tomorrow, February 23 in the
Underground from 10 p.m. to 2
a.m. the French Lenards are com-
ing to Wooster. This up-and-com- ing
band will bring their engaging '
and innovative blend of rhythm
and blues, rockabilitly, blues and
country and .western music to the
Underground.
The Ohio based French Len-
ards have been making music to-
gether for seven years, have put
out one single and three cassette
LPs (the most recent being
Relations) and have been "fea-
tured on the Jim Clevo Production
Cleaning the Air CD.
"The band performs mainly in
the Northeast between Cleveland
and Columbus, but has traveled as
far as Chicago. Members of the
band are writer, guitarist and voc-
alist Tom Jares; bassist, vocalist
and songwriter Scott Ritter; sax-
ophonist Michael Scherma; drum-
mer Jerry Gaulik; and keyboardist
songwriter Mike Kozak.
The event is sponsored by the
Student Activities Board.
Sklar: Observer to Nicaraquan elections
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Z Magazine and has contributed
to The Nation, The Philadelphia
Inquirer. USA Today, National
Catholic Reporter, NACLA Re-
port on the Americas and other
periodicals. Sklar was an observer
to the 1990 Nicaraguan election
and a delegate to the 1990 Soviet-Americ- an
Women's Summit and
serves on the boards of the Latin
American and Caribbean Program
and the Nationwide Women's Pro-
gram of the American Friends Ser-
vice Committee.
Kauke Arch: Students finished at 2 a.m.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
join the cause that the security
guards had been fought off with an
onslaught of snowballs. With
two members of the group stand-
ing guard, the attempt to fill the
Arch continued.
After about an hour, the group
was apparently approached by two
off-dut- y yellowjackets who told
the Arch packers that security
wasn't going to stop the attempt,
but that the snow would be moved
before classes the next day. Ac-
cording to one 17 February mem-
ber, "We were not daunted. We
figured that if we could completely
close off the doors and make it im-
possible for people to pass
through the arch, our mission
would be accomplished. We kept
going, hoping that the tradition
would be fulfilled."
The wall of snow and ice was
finally completed at about 2 ajn.
Monday morning. While this waif
was being finished, piles of snow
were being pushed against all the
other external doors in Kauke.
Once this was finished, a can of
spray paint was used to print
"Dismiss, Hank," referring to the
tradition of closing classes if the
Arch is filled, on on side, and "Go
Home," on the other, apparently
an exhortation from the 17 Febru-
ary group to the other students at
the college to take matters into
their own hands and enforce the
tradition, if necessary.
Security Chief Keith James said
that he had no comment Presi-
dent Copeland was unavailable for
comment at this time, as was Vice
President for Academic Affairs.
Stanton Hales.
During the attempt to fill the
Arch, it was discovered that the ac-
tivists has inadvertently trapped
several custodial employees in the
building, but a spokesman for cus-
todial services (who was outside
the building) said, "They should be
having no problems getting their
work done. We can use the eleva-
tor to get from floor to floor and
the second floor is connected all
the way across, so they should be
able to get to the rooms on the
other side of the building."
It is unknown whether or not
the custodians were able to leave
the building when they were done
working.
After the Arch was filled and
the festivities were finished, the 17
February group left the scene of
their activities, apparently confi
dent that, if classes were not can-
celed, at least it would take the
combined efforts of security and
groundskeepcrs several hours to re-
move the wall of snow that had
been erected.
Unfortunately, the grounds-keepe- rs
had a secret weapon to re-
move the snow from the Arch.
.
Sometime between two-thirt- y
Monday morning and the begin-
ning of classes, the entire blockade
was bulldozed out of the Arch.
Most of the external doors were
cleared and classes went on as usu-
al, the only abnormality being a
huge mountain of snow piled on
Kauke lawn.
When asked how he felt about
his part in the attempt to pack the
Arch, one 17 February member
said, "I'd like to dedicate this event
to Vince Lombardi, the greatest
Packer of them all." It was as-
sumed that this member is not the
official spokesperson for the group
and spoke only for himself. An-
other member commented, "It
would have been nice for
President Copeland to have fol-
lowed the tradition. It would have
been a good precedent to set, and
besides, the rest of the U.S. has
today off anyway." (February 18
was Washington's Birthday).
This member went on to say,
"It really is too bad. Maybe next
time we'll have to get his
President Copeland's house and
pack his doors. Then well get the
day off, I bet." It is unknown
whether or not this is a promise or
just talk, but another 17 February
member commented, "I hope he
has snow boots. That's all I got
to say. Snow boots.";
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Inside Column
Reading, Writing, Profilactics
Those three things are sort of
basics of life at Woostcr. Tin not
saying that every Woo student
a--
- s.-- - s'.r. sac sac sac sat
LINDA LONG
Collegiate News Editor.
docs their reading and all their pa-- ; :
pcrs, nor do all of us "do the deed." but if you're "riding the pony." I
hope you're using a saddle.
The reasons are preuy simple, and we've all heard them before. But
I'm going to repeat them anyway. Condoms make sense. They are al-
most 90 percent effective when used correctly in guarding against
pregnancy, and even more effective when used with another method.
They're cheap, portable, available over-the-count- er, and are the only
method of birth control that protects against sexually transmitted diseas
cs. Not to mention that they come in a veritable plethora of new fash-
ion colors nowadays, too.
Outside of abstinence, condoms are the most popular form of birth
control for unmarried people (well, at least that's what I tell my moth-- ,
er). Even high-schoole- rs are told about condoms. They call them
"rubbers" so they can mention them in front of their parents, who
think they're talking about shoes. In my high school we had a poster
of a superhero called "Captain Condom" on the wall in the nurses' of-
fice. He looked a lot like Superman, but he had a beige "C" on his
chest instead of a red "S." Many people idolized him. and actively
worshiped the "Captain."
Condoms are now even being designed to increase the pleasure of
intercourse. Many of the newfangled stimuli available include: french
ticklers, pleasure dots and ribs, according to many nlgh-scnoolcr- s'l
know.
By the time you read this. National Condom Week will have been
over for two days, but I bet a good deal of you are still celebrating. In
fact. I hope everyone look advantage of the opportunity to send a con-
dom to that special someone. Imagine a profi lactic tucked in a Hall-
mark greeting card (use Gold Coin if you truly care enough to send the
very best), it sort of adds a whole new dimension to that old love
poem: Roses are red. Lettuce is green. Let's take a ride. In my love
machine.
But don't let the interest in safer sex go limp after the hype of Na-
tional Condom Week. It's important to take precautions. College is
not the greatest lime to find you've got AIDS, syphiUis. or that you
or the person you (obviously) love is pregnant. Having to quit school,
going sterile or dying just aren't the types of activities any of us
planned to sign up for when we arrived here at the COW, but unfortu-
nately, it will happen to some. And to think a little piece of latex
could ve changed, or even saved, their lives.
As your Safe Sex Spokesperson. I encourage everyone to adopt
"Captain Condom" as a hero, and pick your favorite color and make
the fashionable sexual decision to use a little "condom sense."
c soc S2C soc sec sac sqc sqc soc sa:
Student Oriantatlon Commit too application can ba
picked p at tha Stadant Orgtaiittloat Cantar,
lowar . laval of Lowry Cantar, er tha Information
Oatk and aait ba ratarnad to thai StadantOrganimatioaa Cantar by T.arir v ! ? afc i:0Qp m - For farther information, contact Sylvia
Toon? at extension 20(2.
SDC Sg SQC SOC
.
On February ' 1 4 th,' we,' ten
members of the College of Woost-
cr community, met with Congress-perso- n
Ralph Regula to express
our collective concern about the
war in the Middle East. We decid-
ed to schedule the meeting after
reading many accounts of the War
from newspaper and television re-
ports. Information gleaned from
C esc accounts horrified our minds
and deeply troubled our conscienc-
es. Casualty figures, bomb dam-
age estimates, and likely political
and economic repercussions caused
us each, as individuals, to question
our own role in relation to the War
being carried out by our representa-
tive government in our collective
names.
After conversing with Regula for
ninety minutes, we presented a
statement asking fpr.his commit-- '
menrto-workin- g for-a-n immediate 1
cease-fir- e in the conflict-- Regula
told us he could not give such an
assurance. He left immediately af-
ter we gave him the statement so
no dialogue was possible. We de-
cided to remain in the meeting
room until he was prepared to sup-
port a cease-fir- e. We were soon ar-
rested,' taken to jail, and charged
with criminal trespassing and re-
sisting arrest. (Editor's note: The
Letters
Arrested Wobster people give reasons
't. "v . . " .- -:. .".'
" group was arrested after 7 p.m.
when the building housing Regu-la- 's
office and the meeting room
was scheduled to close for the
day).
While ten of us share common
fears and concerns resulting from
the War, the question of participa-
tion in this act of civil disobedi-
ence was an individual decision.
For the past couple of weeks, we
gradually prepared ourselves spirit-
ually and physically for this ac-
tion. Each participant has individ-
ual reasons for involving them-
selves, and each is fully prepared
to accept whatever consequences
may yet come. We do not boast .
of our actions. Instead, the con-
cern which drove us commit civil
disobedience remains with us.
Many of our friends and relatives
are stationed in Saudi - Arabia;'
commencement of a ground war."
Our actions last Thursday were
taken with thoughts of them in
our hearts and minds, with fervent
hope that all soldiers will return to
their native countries soon.
We respect and empathize with
their concern and actions of others
on',campusr. We kvownaay?
friends and supporters who oppose
the War and yet disagree with the
tactics we employed last Thursday.
To those people, we can only re-
spond that we acted according to
individual consciences. Civil dis-
obedience should be attempted
only after comprehensive soul-searchi- ng
and under the most seri-
ous of circumstances. In each of
our minds, the decision to contin-
ue a massively destructive air war
without first offering to negotiate
is intolerable, inhumane and im-
moral. Each of us made the deci-
sion to manifest our noncoopera-tio- n
with the current presidential
administration by committing an
act of civil disobedience against
the state.
We are sure that all members of
the College community wish for a
quick end to this conflict. There-
fore, regardless of our political
'persdaskms-,.lo- t to9 fill-unit- e, in a
""-wMl- gwe aJflwait fM ittrptlngwn'ScmKto
Rowly Bruck en
Lane Tocnsmeicr
Rev. Tim Anderson
Caroline Isaacs
Holly McCullough
Trina Brown
Clarke Mc Far lane
Jessamyn Ncuhaus
Rachel Johnson --
Kathy Ault
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Struggling for "politically diverse" curriculum ' Letters.
r
Inside Out and Upside. Down
To Stephen Batch, president of the National Asso-
ciation ofScholarsJ. it is a dereliction ofduty for edu-
cators to admit that every culture can be equally valid.
Western civilization has earned its place at the center
of the university curriculum, not by the accident that
most university professors have been white males,
but by its self-evide-nt virtue" (Newsweek, Dec. 24,
1990,54).
tional, of all that is male, and all
that is white. Balch would argue
that there is a reason for a white
gender 'inclusive
mongers.
American-centere- d university cur-- . ,
riculuni.
There is a tremendous outcry among some students,
administrators, and faculty nation-wid- e concerning the
"politically correct" stance that students are being
"required" to take. Students argue that they are evalu-
ated based on their political beliefs, that there are no
texts in the curriculum which support conservative
viewpoints, el cetera, et.cetera,;"Spme faculty, on the
other hand,-fe- d "watched" by students end colleagues,:
and famous sociologist David Riesman "recently
complained about having to go to 'great lengths not
to avoid the tag 'racist' " (Newsweek, December 24,
1990, 54).
When I declared women's studies (one of the more
"politically correct" subjects here at Wooster) as a
major, I did not write in my proposal that I was in
the major for the suppression of . v.- - iC ,
straight
"wcjrnen'sstudiescairseshavede-011""- "
white males; I wrote that Student drQUeUrgUC MUlthat
veioped my critical thinking, they are evaluated
speaking and writing abilities,
skills which I value very highly." based on their
Many would argue that first- - political beliefS.year seminar is far worse than
women's studies! Students are
forced to take the class, forced to read the texts, foiEal
William Van Cleave
Professors select texts based on accessibility, quali-
ty, and specific issues that they may raise in a course,
and instructors of first-ye- ar seminar may be more like-
ly to choose such authors because they feel that they
fit this text selection process. During my five year in-
volvement, both as a student and as a teaching assist-
ant, first-ye- ar seminar has not focused on particular is-
sues, but instead on our abilities to deal with those
issues. Granted, in the society in
Batch, as well as other mem- - . which we live certain issues may
bers of the anti-P- C National As-- An aCQ.deUllC be more or less relevent, more or 4
sociation of Scholars, would Commitment tO first-- less interesting. However, they are
probably point to me and say ... united in their goal: fostering the
that I am a horrible, liberal, fem-- yeOT Seminar IS not critical skills which you will need
inist-typ- e, anti-racis- t, quota- - One which is meant tO here at Wooster and which you will
rgmemberoftherIitically turn students into
elite, an academic snot bent on
.
the destruction of all that is tradi-- anti-Bus- h, anti-racis- t,
use once you have left the campus
as well.
An academic commitment to
first-ye- ar seminar is not one which
is meant to turn students into anti-Bus- h,
anti-raci- st, gender-inclusi- ve
. .
mongers. It involves the learning
of previously forgotten histories, yes. But perhaps
more importantly, it involves the ability to look logi-
cally at someone's argument, regardless of which side
of the spectrum that person falls.
- Now, if you really think you got a "C" or a "D" be-
cause you support Bush, or because some instructor
didn't share your opinions, then fine. File a com-plai- nt;
fill out a course evaluation which addresses the
r issue If you really feel the. syllabus of a course x-clu- des
straight white males and conservative view-
points when it shouldn't, then do the same thing. For
some time, members of the "politically correct" have
been doing that for syllabi with exclusively white
male authors. But while you're doing it, realize that
there are just as many courses out there that teach only .
white male authors-a-nd that neither should be excusa- -
First-ye- ar seminar and other
courses which commonly use
"non-tradition- al" texts are attempt-
ing to develop critical perspectives
which not only change the ways
one thinks about the world, but
more imDortantly. chance the.
way that individual thinks about
him or herself. The wav you think, however, is not
to write papers and journals reacting to these texts; what you think; these two concepts can oe separatea
and, worse, because this is a seminar, they are forced
to discuss the materials as well. Jn other words,
they're forced to develop the skills necessary to think,
write, and speak critically.
Yes, first-ye- ar seminar strives to increase our sensi-
tivity to issues of race, gender, class and culture
(issues which many sections pursued long before our
theme was titled as such). However, like women's
studies, what is crucial about first-ye- ar seminar is net
that we read Rothenberg. Takaki. Morrison, Davis, or
Freire. Rather, it is what we dja with these texts once
we have read them. .
A liberal arts education is Bfll meant to teach you to
be a liberal; it's meant to teach you to think critically--regardle- ss
of subject matter, regardless of situation
about this world and about yourself. While I do not
want our curriculum to be "politically correct" to the
exclusion of conservative viewpoints, to the exclusion
of white male viewpoints, I do. want colleges to strive
for a politically diverse curriculum: in the texts in-
structors choose, in the way they use them, in stu-
dents' ability to interact with these texts and with each
other.
Classifieds
200-50- 0 summer camp positions available ,
Staff referral Services provides a network of camps, now hiring, from "the keys" to Wiscons-
in-Minnesota. One application reaches ail camps. Applications available at the student
employment office or call 1-80O-5- 33-4645. -
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Mindless repetition
This letter is in response to the
column written by William Van
Cleave in the February 15th issue
of the Voice.
mindless repetition, mindless rep-
etition, mindless repetition,
mindless repetition, mindless repe-
tition, mindless repetition, mind-
less repetition, mindless repeti-
tion, mindless repetition, mind-
less repetition, mindless repeti-
tion, mindless repetition, mind-
less repetition, mindless repeti-
tion, mindless repetition, mind-
less repetition, mindless repeti-
tion, mindless repetition, mind-
less repetition, mindless repeti-
tion, mindless repetition, mind-
less repetition, mindless repeti-
tion, mindless repetition, mind
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Respect Our Views; We Respect Yours
This weeks columnist Is Randal 11orobit. A nifforpnt VlfiW
My inspiration for this article came when I found a piece of paper M Ullieie m
taped to the American flag hanging outside my door that I had put up DrGVV NlChOlSOn
wiih a friend. The page proclaimed "War -- Yum! I have wet dreams about George Bush and Big Tanks.
editorial remarks of a more intelligent natureNow. how can yoa argue with that logic? Since then, more
have appeared.
...... . .. . i .: . . ru-- r CmvwtrnrtheWhat I have to say might snocx you. espeaauy u you vc rowuj -
troops DOES NOT equal support for the war! The men and women in the Persian Gulf are fcJlowmg orders,
doing their jobs in much the same manner an employee follows an executive's directive. If yoa hate the war
the Some don't want to be there just as much aseffort, direct your anger at the proper place -- not at troops.
you want them home, but IT IS THEIR JOB. Many of us have had summer employment that we didn't
like, but we signed a contract. Then we were legally bound to do the work, good or bad as prescribed in the
contract. To break it means 10 lose the job. Ifs the same thing for the soldiers, only u break their contract
brings harsher repercussions. , ,
it, I find to be fallacious. For Instance, there stalkAs for the war and the various arguments against many
about spending money on social programs rather than war. This arguinem entails both a iniso
usually a level of hypocrisy (but not always;, were not paying tor ctwjuu. . V "
tries in the coalition. 1 1 have already pledged financial support. Japan has generously pledged rune billion
dollars. Other countries are supplying men and arms on the front lines such as Egypt and France. Further-
more, the equipment the US. uses in this war has already been paid for. so the only real expenses are for
what the military replaces after the war. as as the Pentagon points out, that won't be everything.
Sun some will argue that the money should go to social programs to put America on par with European
nations. I wonder bow many of those people would quietly accept the seventy percent tax raK1 Jxf?on?
need to fund their social programs? Or the compulsory military service to negate defense costs7 Ahhnnn.1
bear the din subsiding already. n'i'"'
Now why should the United States play a role in world politics? Why not go back to an early 20Ui centu-
ry isolationist policy? Because despite all the complaints about America, it remains a unique democratic
. - sw nmhrr cvtum of povemment which provides its people with greater free--
dom. For America to vacate this global role would leave a vacuum to be filled by a less desirable power.
I cannot respond to all anti-w- ar arguments nere, nor can i ciaruy an u4 y ywaw- .- -
wishinz clarification or to argue wiih me. or. for that matter, wishing to call me a "Nazi" like some of my
oro-w- ar friends have been called, my box numoer is iso una i
. . - it . ArH nwuirt tS Mf
not necessarily a prompt one (U. yoa mow.; auppwv inc uw,
.
' mnn
Randal is afriTnd cf iieX-uti?J- t 2 Jtto&ttlgJdZl W CO
r. orrrut-- r .rir.t. r w)r enmmeMxll dom.1 like hate mail calling me Nazi, consider'
inglKulam halfJewish!) but air them lit a properform. I respect your views. Respect mine. Drew
No. I think professors understand.
Not enough people are sick to jus-
tify canceling classes.
Suraj Dudhoria
Sophomore
J
No. I was sick myself all last '
week, and I forced myself to go to
classes because LS. is due at the
end of spring break and I don't like
to miss class.
Louise Dierks
Senior i
--r
--r
v
Yes. because most of my friends
are sick and the only way to stop
it is to shut down school and have
everyone go home. Germs spread
so quickly in dorms.
Valerie Nay
Senior
Letters
Hussein Threatening
the Environment
How could somebody do such a
thing? That is what many people
are asking about Saddam Hussein.
His decision to pump oil into the
Persian Golf is perhaps the most
atrocious of war crimes since the
Holocaust. Worse yet. he has
threatened to set the oil fields of
Kuwait on fire. Most people don't
know the serious effects that such
an occurrence could have on our
world. Here are some statist irt
from attendants to an International
Conference in London to consider
the ramifications of War in the
Gulf to the environmenL
"The black haze of the burning
oil will be drawn to the Indian
subcontinent and would hinder the
-
-
!""' ''
Yes, they definitely should. I've
heard rumors that illness bordered
on epidemic and I don't think they
should let it get that far.
Shawn Nickens
Fust-ye-ar
Crutzen
"The sunlight would warm up
the soot and carbon dioxide in the
cloud would destroy 60 percent of
the ozone layer.'-Crutz- en
From Der SpeigeL 14 January
1991.
We've already witnessed two oil
spills in the Gulf; one is bigger,
than the hyped up Exxon Valdez
extravaganza, the other slightly
smaller. In addition, to fund and
supply the War. the United States
is using millions of gallons of fuel
and spending close to two billion
dollars a day. Just think what that
money could do back home, envi-
ronmentally or otherwise.
By no means do I claim to have
development j.cawsooQLta c,JV and environmentally
1 I ... MMin'u4- mm - the conflictone billion Humans wouia oe
rhreatened."-Chem- ist John Cox
"It would cover Baghdad and
Bombay at the same time together
and could reach around the world in
one month- .- Meteorologist Rich-
ard Scorer
- "The drop in temperature, an es--
pnyed
sound way of resolving
in the Gulf. One article cannot
gauge the serious ramifications of
this War on our Earth. It, howev-
er, might add another dimension to
mmeone's view of the War. We
can only hope that Saddam Husse-
in tirr'uir rainst, setting the oil
jervSecroaSdcOTes fields in. towaifTOTTuWf just
means crop failure for Europe and something to think about,
wide regions would be uninhabita- - Shannon D. Peery
bJeZ-Atmosp- heric Chemist Paul Wooster student
SPEAK YOUR MIND: Do you think classes should be
'eitxd'AUl I it: G1JU1 IUU Cir.J
cancelled duetto widespread illness? (quotes taken
Long and photos by Jamee Tanner)
1 4 i
It would be nice, but it's not go-
ing to happen.
Britt Lynn
Firstyear
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CAMPUS SHORTS Sx survey lends Keys, to uncoding date rape
HORTON HEARS A HOAX i&,,iuuPosters advertising campus appearances at Yale.Universiry by Thebr
dorc Geisd- - better known as DoctorSeuss and actor Scott Baio turned
out to be hoaxes! Neither Geisel nor Baio wot scheduled to appear, al-
though some students did not know it until (hey &le&int$bcarthemc
One poster promised Baio, staf of "Charles In Ghafge."' would tell
Yale's Elizabethan Club about about 18th Century" Basque cultural ar-
tifacts from his unique private collection." i ' ."--i ti:.
Dr. Seuss was supposed to deliver a Med School lecture called "How
the Snorklewacker Caught the Feared Flubby-Bu- b Thnub: Child Rear-
ing in the 199TS." ; ' ; " -- : -- ; - -
4
Students who showed up at the appointed time and place, however,
found only a roomful bf researchers listening to a real lecture about
The Effects of Psychotropic Drugs on Human Erection and Ejacula-
tion." - .
In 1990, mysterious posters appeared on campus advertising candle-
light vigils for Mister Rogers and actor Alan Hale of CUUgan's
Island . .,
One woman who trekked to the purported DrJcuss lecture told the
Yale Daily tf'W'wasespey oruttthe
Mister Rogers candlelight Vigltlofc" b:uow znsrsarf noiJitfj r'
BROWN EXPELS STUDENTS FOR SAYING
"FIGHTING. WORDS" '
Providence, RI-- Brown liniversity officials corifirmed February 12 that
they had expelled a student for drunkenly shooting-insult- s at black,
Jewish and homosexual students during his birthday "celebration" 4
aiTrfr OcBtJC? rt.n!S 3iii3l ni - as, .e-ii-q.T- Kil ik qoit cr,
Harm, reporty mh&f'XsSplfed &&3bre' ta dalllrfi i Mac
studematapartya"n!gger.- - ... fc v$ -
: Harm is the first Browd student, and perhaps even the first student in
the country, expelled for violating "fighting words" policies adopted
by scores of campuses during the past as ways to combat college
racism.
;-
-
.3
NO BARE BREASTS OR BUTTOCKS AT PALM
springs puRiHoilJilE n9lsf (eoiov
Palm Springs, CA-- Hoping to help control annual riots aM rowdy be--,
havior by visiting collegians during spring break each year, the Palm
SpringsCity Council adopted series; of measures jhaf make it
crime to wear string bikinis, to bare breasts or expose cs buttocks
The cujriances,m effect wiUg
more rowcpaxueioffilie streets.' '"""r "r.-May- or
Sonrrv Bono called the new rules 'couragew" in light of the
money that visiung collegians spend smuauy. ' -
PRANKS HINDER ANTT-WA- R EFFORT M
At Michigan State University, the MSU Democrats made a big
mistake la distributing about U0mock.c!raft nci
K-
-group spokesperson Mark Miosz. " ..;
- Mlosz said the notices were meant to raise corkwsness. not bit-
terness, and apologized to the several recipients who pricked and
even called the military to object .. . .'' ; 'S--' -- -;
At the University of Illinois-- Champaign, fliers claimed an anti-w- ar
group would demonstrate the brutality of the war by napataing a live
cat in "hideous flaming agony." :"'.. ' .
- Animial rights groups immediately called the group to object, but
leaderJeff Machota said no such event had ever been planned.
He blamed the flier on "someonewho is trying to discredit" his
peace group. ; --:
J compiled from College Press Services. . .': . - "
I
"COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE . .. .'-- . In 1988, project members gave staffer to help sexual assault vic- -
-
v-Spe&-
al to the Voice .-- r- , ,200 students a list of behaviors. Urns and write a "formal policy
.... . including going tq a dates room, condemning sex crimes.
ko male student, going .ta a. , Kissing. French jtissing. and tak- - , Stanford administrators com-cda- u
's loomtenineans histontrm,9's clothes and asked to , mended the suggestions, but added
f'pan on ir willing ta havd seJrwiih ? i iehavipr indicated' . budget constraints may force them
apersOTwilifingne some of
""Bin i mw-mh'i- : -- i;v! m 'rn- - Si Inevery;menthbughtthe mem. Q ' ;;f .- tetUng a man into her room. .
liovfever. doesn't tnean.thei same uXJ??0 indicative of r A lot more pan be done, but
-- aJL . ih fim,.). a desire for. intercourse than the the university is just Strapped 11--
.
- i .... . rr
.'Ll!J 'I it.' -
.
- an rAmii ctnHint ;n women okl l T7 J-- "1 T
short, ha,ve very different Jdeas These are tlje kind of misun- -
about what indicates a willingness erstandings that can lead to ac--
Uonsjthat hurt somebody." addedto have sex Stanford-Universit-y -
surfey found. -- : Alejandro Martinez, director of
1--
Men
and women are not read-- . Stanford's Counseling and Psycho- -
f ing?out of the same hymnal," said logical Services ...;,3
,
.c.nAnnrUn.. oniric nt Stan. rtlUsing the survey's results, the
i -- -. . ' .......
Hall
nanciaiiy, y enca saiu.
The study indicated more needs
to be done.
It found that One in three
women and one in eight men at
Stanford had participated in full
sexual activity against their wills.
Of those, 98 percent of the
olforfl University and a member of Task Force on Sexual As--'
' women and 94 percent of men re- -
.th&Rape Educadon Projectwhich v saunrmio-repruar- y .suggesiea poneu uicy i---
" did the study. Stanford hire a "highly visible", sex by an acquaintance.
; ' . Issues, for Campus Management.
iVV k AN ACPA TBLECONFERENCE -- : ft. A i! t 'V : v
fFime0QJS4:pfpm
Multi purpose;:Rbom
.
. locus on unuertticiiiuiiiy me uiumem aiiu wiiw- - 7possible solutions.
y. Yoii are encouraged to attend all or part of the v
afternoon viewing this teleconference with other
members of our community: For more Information
please contact. Dwayne Davis at extension 2498.
Sponsoring Organizations: Women's Resource Center, Women s
Studies, Residential Life, Office of the Dean of Students, Beta
Kappa Phi, The Affirmative Action Office, and The Student
Government Association
5
''zRecent studies x)1 colleae students Indicate that:v-;':-- -; -
- v ; nearly 40 have experienced some form of violence . J' . y
; : I - in a datina relationshiD-iThi-s teleconference will ; -
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Funding decisibris spdrE coni'roversy
i
KRISTIN FLACHSBART
Controversy has stemmed
from the results of the recent SGA
funding decisions for second se-mes- ter.
The major concerns for
debate are the allocative decisions
concerning Men's Rugby Club and
the Voice.
The FAC chose to deny Men's
Rugby. Club the funding which '
they requested due to the fact that
no representative attended the man-dato- ry
racism workshop. In addi-
tion, the club had failed to submit
receipts to SGA from the first se-
mester funding action. According
to SGA bylaws, failure for an or-
ganization to attend the racism
workshop or the FAC interview
andor failure to submit receipts
results in the forfeiting of request-
ed funding.
The bylaws also stale that ap-
peals concerning funding decisions
"
can be made to the SGA treasurer.
Marc DeBree. president of Rugby .
Club and GA representative, made
an appeal to the FACs decision
during the funding meeting with
Poethig satisfied with
KRISTIN FLACHSB ART
.
SGA funding allocations for --
the 1990-9- 1 academic year were
generally successful, according to
SGA treasurer Erika Poethig. A
total of $14,400 was given to var-
ious organizations- - $7,000 for
first semester and $7,400 for sec-o- nd
semester.
Poethig commented that the
Funding Allocation Committee
(FAQ tried their absolute best to
be fair in iu decision making and
made a conscious effort to be equi- -.
"
table between similarly structured
groups. She stated that there has
always been difficulty in deciding
allocations for sports groups,
since their activities are very ex-
pensive and these organizations re-
ceive no funding from outside
sources, such as the P.E.C
Organizations were classified
into categories such as sports,
dorms, small houses, Greeks, ser-
vice organizations, and academic
oriented clubs. Funding allot-
ments were either identical among
groups in eacfy category or nearly
the entire general assembly. After '
a discussion by the GA, a motion
was rnyte to grant Men's Rugby
5260 of the extra S619J5 that the
FAC had not allocated. This mo--'
lion passed with 10 yes, 4 no, 3'
.abstentions." ''"'
Later, representatives ex-
pressed concern that by granting
the rugby club the money, the by--
laws were being violated." A mo-
tion was made to suspend the by-
laws and this motion passed wilh
9 yes, 5 no. and 3 abstentions.
Many groups who applied for
funding are extremely upset with
the men's rugby allocation deci-
sion. They fee! that the Rugby
Club was able to receive funding
without having to follow manda-
tory procedures which they, them-
selves, were required to follow.
There are also resentments
among groups also denied funding
due to "technicalities" who did not
have a member of their organiza-
tion" on'thc tJX.tf InfcYeTofc
could not express their case to
SGA-a- n opportunity Rugby Club
had through Marc DeBree.
SGA treasurer. Erika Poethig.
identical, in the FACs attempt to
avoid prioritizing groups.
The six members of the FAC
spent approximately 25 hours each
semester interviewing and review-
ing the funding applicants. Each
committee member reviews all of
the organizations' application, ex-
cept if that member is a member
of the particular group. In these
cases, the FAC member abstains
from the reviewing process, in or-
der to prevent bias from affecting
the allotment decision.
Poethig staled that she -- was
pleased with the FACs decisions
and felt that on the whole, the en-
tire process ran smoothly. She
mentioned at the beginning of first
semester that she planned to make
. the final allocation meeting with
the General Assembly run as effi-
ciently and quickly as possible.
She attempted to keep discussions
about each of the 3 1 organizations
to a five-minu- te limit, after which
lime a vote must be called and a
decision reached.
This attempt was for the most
part successful, thereby causing
expressed concern with the men's
rugby decision. "I felt badly not
only that we overturned the by-
laws of funding, bylaws that the
general assembly has approved and
made, therefore extending this
group an extra advantage that oth-
ers were not extended," she said,
"but also that the president of
Rugby Team, being a member of
the GA, was privy to the way in
which one could appeal my deci-
sion as treasurer, therefore exclud-
ing other groups in the same situ-
ation as the Rugby Team, who did
not know how to make their voic-
es bead." - --
.
..;
. r
An SG A representative in fa-
vor of the rugby decision com-
mented, "I voted for rugby to re-
edve funding because they had the
guts to appeal the decision of the
funding committee."
Men's rugby's defense is that
there was a miscomraumcation be-
tween the SGA and their represen-
tative, arid cortsequentlythe racism
workshop dates and time that the
men's rugby representative was
told were incorrect. Men's rugby
treasurer. Rich Bailey, commented
allocations
this general meeting-t- o last ap--
proximately four hours each se--
mester.
Her main concern was that
since the General Assembly often
did not have prior knowledge of
how certain organizations tended
to spend money, they could not .
.-
- understand how the FAC arrived at
a particular decision. Consequent-- "
ly, representatives would motion
to amend the recommendauons of
the FAC, not realizing that the
- amendment would not be bencfi--
'
rial to the group. "It is frustrating
' to feel that some, motions are
made about which the consequenc-
es are not thought through."
' Poethig regrets that SGA was
not able to grant every organiza-
tion their entire request. She be-
lieves that there needs to be alter-
native sources of money for
groups who have high expenses,
such as sports equipment, office
expenses, music programs, speak-
ers, and all-camp- us parties. As
the situation is now. these groups
have no other source for funds ex-
cept SGA.
, that while he felt the system was
fair, there should be safeguards for
.
legitimate guidelines failures, to
make the appeals process less of a
hassle.
While the controversy over
men's rugby was over the last-minu-te
granting of funds, the de-
bate over the Voice focused on
failure of SGA to give the college
newspaper any money. Concern
was expressed by FAC and GA
members that the Voice did not
qualify for funding because the pa-
per would use the money to pay
debt or to buy new equipment for
capital gains, tznrziiul
nil .When this ccfjqenv, dis--;
missed, GA- - members suggested
that allocating funds to the Voice
would violate by-law- s. According
: to funding guidelines section V,
article 4: The GA will not give
funds to be used in support of ac-
tivities attempting to influence
(Including the publishing or dis-
tributing of statements) any politi-
cal campaign on behalf of any in-
dividual seeking public office.
Since the Voice published SGA
Student reactions
Note: These comments pertain to the
91 year. All quotations remain anonymous in order to protect the laentt-t- y
of the organizations which may seek SGA funding infuture years.
"I think that although everything
as far as guidelines for procedure, there is still a lot of confusion about
what is actually required to get SGA funding. At times, the rjrocedure
seems inconsistent. Everyone should
'
lines." - ... ; .,
"The racism workshoo (first semester) was completely worthless. It
tiiAn't cjrive or succeed in rjresentinz
' ...
were new or highlight specilJC racist
if they were trying to encourage Gaversiiy mrougn uk. uaiiwuu ui
specific numbers." .. ' ' .' U.,
--tkt.. nrv-- c ; fa'ir I tolieve ing taw piwvw - -
case to the SGA. I think they could
. .
exactly is the purpose oc auenaing
Tht-- . overall nrocess is fine. At the
tives connected with groups which
-
candidate biographies and photos,
it was suggested that the paper .
was influencing student opinion.
Discussion for giving the Voice
funding closed with zero funds
- -awarded. -
The Voice accepted this deci- -
. sion reluctantly. Three days later
the SGA Public Relations Di-
rector, Lisa Ostermueller, asked
Voice editor Amy Hollander for
space for SGA candidate photos for
the upcoming election. Members
of the paper's editorial staff were
dismayed that while SGA claims
to be working to increase coorpera--
tioa between itself and the Voice,
V jthy, failed to support the paper
when support was needed, but still
expected the newspaper to support
them. ; :'v : v. -- ' '
.
Amy Hollander commented, "I
find it ironic that the GA debated
. the worthiness of funding for a
student publication, and then three
, days, later, talked abouf getting
morft miblicitv in Lie Vo,
nf' As ofuryV'leuaiy 21,
Ostermueller was still working for
" better relations between the two
organizations. --
.
'
to SGA Funding
funding process for the entire 1990- -
is technically, defined and written out
rave to rotiow tne same guwe--
'
any material or perspectives that
. r Li r.t. ....tenacnaes oi crganizauura. iw
':.. :;'-r-r- y. . ; ;
the svstem of anneals to repetition aj
do a better job of explaining what
i iwc racism wm-ijnjy- ..
eeneral GA meeting, representa
did not receive complete funding acted
. t a
condescending to otner organ izairre requests, wruca mcy wpiku
triviaL' It seemed very judgmental and not very professionaL"
"We're one of the oldest organizations on this campus. We've always
used money responsibly. I think we should get a little more considera-
tion than some of the newer organizations that SGA has compared us
with in their catagorizing of campus groups." -
February 22, 15)91
Basics off
KRISTIN FLACHSBART .
' few,EdItor . -
At the beginning of each se-
mester, numerous organizations on
the campus find themselves in-
volved in a time-consumi- ng and
debatably controversial process
that will determine their financial
fate for the rest of the semester.
1 This process is the application for
SGA funding. :V
In this process, the treasurers
or appointed representatives of the
. campus organizations submit ap-
plications, which state how much
money they are requesting and how
this money is to be spenj.' 'Fur--
: thermore; the"1 groups niiist state
- the function of their club and how
the organization benefits the cam-
pus, especially minority members.
In applying for funding, the
groups agree to have a member at-
tend a mandatory racism workshop
. and to have the treasurer or ap--
" poinMnrerlve'iu&nd'ath- -
terview to Oiscuss meir. appucauon
SGA
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SGfc?Fyinileog
funding
. with SGA, or else forfeit funding.
v This interview is scheduled
". with the SGA Finding Allocation
Committee (FAC); which is a
group of . six including the SGA
treasurer, SGA representatives and
students not connected to SGA. ,
The treasurer selects the frve com-
mittee members to assist himher.
The non-S-G A students are included
on the committee in order to help
SGA obtain a more diverse under--
. standing of the needs of the groups
on campus. -
This year's FAC included
treasurer Erika Poethig, general
assembly representatives Jeff
Larger, Julianne Prexta and Yal--
'piihnesttr)t plus .
' Jason Gleaion and 'Amy Hollo--
way. . .". - ,.
After interviewing all group
.representatives, the FAC meets:
privately to prepare a fair alloca-- .
lion of the money, which is given
to SGA by Campus Council. The :
FAC'ffieripfeserits its allocation
--no -- o gmtonoviq siu tv.tvn'MM)
SWIM-A-THO- N
recommendations to the General
Assembly (GA) in a meeting usu-
ally lasting a minimum of four
: hours.' - ".;'':yi '"
Organization representatives
and treasurers are invited to this
.-
- meeting in order to explain any de-- :
. tails on their application which the
:, GA might not understand.' How
ever, the representatives cannot
prepare another statement to the;
GA explaining why they need the
:. amount of money requested. : ;
. After hearing the FACs rec-
ommendation, the GA can either
move to accept the proposed alio--"
i cation or can move to amend it
Either action requires a majority
vote foipassage.:'4 ';
Once all money is allocated,
organizations are finished with the
.:' process, except for having to sub-
mit all receipts to the SGA treas-
urer at the end of the semester.
Failure to turn in receipts disquali-
fies the group from receiving fund--
r ing'the following semester.' -
Are yoii interested In living in a program house?
There are spaces available in Dream House(The men's interracial house)
For Information call Steve Bias X-44- 27
i Rowly Brucken X-44- 26
C - Chi Omega Psi & Every Woman's House -- ; . ; .
- are holding a swim-a-tho- n March 2.
.
:
.
If you are interested in" sponsoring the swim there will be tables in Kitt &
Lowry on Tuesday Feb. 26, Thursday Feb. 28,and Friday March 1 ;
.
..
.
' or contact1 Jen Pope ext. 3531, -- v; . ' .. .j . .
"-
-
;r :J,Jeanie Benson ext 3226, ...:V-'- ;
'
'.'y'.-'- r
':r '"' or Kristie Kuhls ext. 3226 V v l
WANT TO WORK FOR THE WOOSTER VOICE??
You can design or sell ads, work on production, write, copy-ed- it or
. ;. help with circulation. V
It's a lot of fun and a great resume staffer!!
.. .
.
.
. . .
-
For more information call the Voice office at
2598 or drop us a note in campus mail, 03187
SGA FUNDING FOR SECOND
SEMESTER, 1990-9- 1
ORGANIZATION Rfiaufislfid AllflCalfid
Amnesty International ".
Babcock Litemational , -
Hail -- vj
Black Students Associa- - .'
tion , ; -,- -. w- - .-- V'.
Circle K International
C.O.W. Dance Company
Delta Phi Alpha
Dene House
Douglass Science and
Humanities Hall
DreamHpuse . r
Environmental Concerns
of Students -
Goliard Magazine
German House
Hockey Club
Hunger and Homeless--;
ness weeK --
Images (Johnson House)
India Sub-Contine- nt
'Week
.
C.O.W. Jugglers
Lambda Wooster
Luce Hall
Men's Rugby Club
Newman Catholic
Association
Recycling Program
(Myers House)
Women's Rugby Club ;
Russian House
C.O.W. Ski Club
Society of Physics .
Students
Student Music Associa
tion
Students for Peace
Through Action
Wooster Christian
Fellowship
Women's Club Softball
Wooster Voice
560.00 280.00
.
525.00 275.00
1000.00 400.00
218.40 180.00
300.00 300.00
50.00 30.00
505100 280.00
450.00 255.00
' NA 130.00
1057.00
.
440.00
63.00 63.00
170.00 130.00
770.00 V 260.00
--
"40Cl.ob 275.00
485.00 335.00
1200.00 530.00
398.00 254.00
130.00 120.00
200.00 40.00
NA 260.00
250.00 250.00
510.00 320.00
522.00 350.00
24030 160.50
788.00 260.00
506.00; 305.00
255.00 130.00
640.00 330.00
140.00 : 140.00
497.40 350.00
700.00 0
funding received after appeal to SGA
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Peace activist Poethig- -
-
. . .
-
-
- i-'--
r, V - - 1
as LE.A.D.'S Leader, of Month
HELEN WOOD
Guest Writa- -
For this month the LEAD team
chose Erika Poethig as the Leader
of the Month for her work with
the peace activities happening on
campas. Poethig is a sophomore
from Buffalo, New York and is a
political science major and German'
minor. Erika's Twees incladc her-- '
family from whom she gains her
strengJi and the laic Robert Ken-
nedy. Her peace activities on cam-
pus have involved teach-in- s, the
student walk-oa- t. on and off cam-p- as
marches, educational programs
and possible post-wa- r programs.
Besides her peace activities,
Poethig is an active member of
the German house, elder at West-
minster Presbyterian, treasurer for
SGA, co-dircc- tor of the WRC,
trustee committee representative
for religious dimensions at COW
which is a part of the Educational
Affairs Committee, a sophomore
research assistant, 'studying pover-
ty with Professor Moskowitz, a
member of the Wooster Chorus,
and one of the founding members
of the Wooster Alliance Against
dug's nature. She'staies that she is
very political by nature and thinks;
that everyone is. Poethig. bowev J
er, tart a lot of Issues to heart.
She wants to be a participant in
change sod provide the campus and
people in general with support, to .
allow for ' discussion.- - Pocih ig
commented that she would not be
happy if she was not involved, be-
cause the experience she is gaining
...
'
-
,:-
- il'tf .'r7il
is valuable. She does like to take
time out to reflect on what is hap-
pening and make sure : "visions'
are connecting
, When asked if there was
ing' that she would change about
be in g a leader, Pcethig replied that
-
Prejudice. Somehow. Poethig still y she wisicd, she' could relinquish
finds time for academics, as cvi-- ihe desire to like a center role and
.
", denced, by ber inclusion on 'the ;. work in an environment that was .
1 Dean's list each semester. Poethig' ,more consensus oriented. She con-- is
' Aalso a College Scholar. a tinued that all one ever hopes to
Being involved is part of Poe-- , do is to be a good example for:
;others to follow. She clarified this
: by staling that being a good exam- -'
pie does' not make one any better,
buf enables onc-i-o push oneself.;
and id be loyal to' things that one
. believes in. TAI1 the praise in that '
'""tt - can build up a false set
J, :es,.r? cne has tore nbcr.-- ,
what's most importaat Erika
Poethig certainly knows what's
important to her. J -
C Advise the president conceroiai any eazers of information and policy t j . J . . -
6. To not engage themselves ia political, social, or financial activities beyond the fulfillment of their
principal duties. ...
Voice February 22, 1991
rffvf
Are there any men Interested In the Ida SueNick Amster
program for the mentally and physically, handicapped and in
living In Vestmlnster House?, '
.
.
If so, please contact Kearstojn Schmidt (x-415- 5) or Kevin
i -
sM
--
.I SGA Cabinet Responsibilities r i
Cabinet Responsibgitieaaa whole shall: y- - r'"'-'- - S; '- - - V
A. Approve a laxatrre aooual budget presented by e treasurer subject K (he approval of at least twethirds
of the General Assembry memberi present ia Semester I and n of the acaderuc year. ;
H. Prrirrr art r"" w inwi AtvmMy rrmrvinj Rmd AlVyarim Pmpatal in
aoujiljixx wiAgFaodAlVrsrirnGoidrlinr - ;- -.:. - -- ,' ;
.
D. Have the power to veto by at least a rwo-thir- ds majority of Cabinet members present any kyslffion
passed by the Geaeral Assembry. Said veto is subject to an override vote of at least two-thir- ds of the General
ssernbly mernbers present. 1 ' -
..
t- - y -- .' - r-i"- '.
'
E. Iolrodace fcgisiaaon kao the f3eiwal Assembly. -- - . --j .-- i i-- -
F. By at feast two-thir-ds majority of.Cabinet members present declare aa faerpretaoon of the Constitution,
Individual Cabinet Member's Duties: . ' ' ' : c ;. '
.v .".
AD Cabinet Member shall be required lo do the following: -
I. To attend and present a report at all meetings of ihe Cabinet and the . General Assembly.
2. To preside over a2cOTnuneerneeling3 of wnich said (metinemberb the ctairperscn. - :
To serve as an eaHjfnoo member of an starklmg and ad hoc aanmutees under the jurisdiction of said
Cabinet member.
4. To review, if needed, all procedures and guidelines of said Cabinet member's committee(j) at the begin-
ning of each academic year.
.
s
To anend a transition retreat between old and new Cabinet members.
y
h
-
2
Cargo Crate Furniture Co.
Twin , 39x75 - $199
FulTl '54 75-r$22- 5Queen -- 60xS5$248
'
- :,'We als hav barmad crates
- arritninldin sizestoCtanyirx
TTiaxtA -- --- In I Ft Srlaoc
.An tkcThrcestyJes. of toy;Jbpjres!.;:jn,
v'v-
-
..(,? 6 Wg will deliver. , : .-- ...........
- : r. .
Oven Tuesday-Saturda- y, 10AM-6P- M
12218 Linclon Way East .
v (9 miles from campus)., ......
i-,.-
: f . : i.
TAPv CAST AMP (0
V. ''122 W. Uberly St.. Wvoster. Ohio 691
Quality Hi-- Fi Aucjio and Video Equipment
Ju1
fu .Quality Hi-Fiilo- me Speakers
Polk Audio McNeill .
Quality Autosound Systems -
Yamaha Pioneer JVC Hifonics
...
.-r-
we do ouY-ow-n installationsJtij'' iyji- -
raff&lffds of steteo cquipxnent.
. Coinplete.line ofauctto aiid video accessories -
including Maxell and TOKtapes yr ? --:
. 10 off items not already discounted .' ; v
iVwithCollegeof Woostetrp: J;,j;
itoAJWWicre.f20rl Not-Expensiv- e.
.-
-. Hours: 'MondayThiirsday 9i30AM-7HX)P- M
J; ' Friday 9-30AM-9P- MrT ;
, ,r Saturday 930AM-5.-00P- M ;
. . ....
Elections for SGA :CabInot;vX:
Cdmpii6 Co
c -- 'tvv tt i,,, March 6th . y .
: Petitions availabla st Lowry Front Desk v
: February 1 8-- 25
. ;
duect 5 pm on February 25th ; J
Publicity, Meeting in Lowry 120: 9pm. --
-
' February 26th ;y1
Campaign Speeches Lowry Pit 650-- 9pm.
.
: '
' r
' March 4th : ' -
.
ELECTION DAY
March 6th
Voting at Lowry and Kittredge 450-- 7pm.
"vt
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GULF WAR
Bail posted at $2,500 each for arrested Wooster people
KIM DOUGLASS
Newt Editor
Last Thursday, February 14,
ten members of the College com-
munity were arrested for civil diso-
bedience when they refused to
leave Congressperson Ralph Rcgu-la- 's
office because he would not
sign a document which would
guarantee that "he would do every-
thing in his power to bring about '
a cease fire." The participants,
following one night in prison,
were each released on a $2500
bond. They were scheduled for a
pre-tri- al this past Tuesday, but the
-
We feel that civil disobedience is
the strongest form of protest avail-
able."
.
Once the students had decided
upon the steps they would take,
they scheduled a meeting with one
of Regula's aides to talk with him
about the war. Says Toensmeier.
"We were really surprised when
Regula himself showed up. We
talked for about ninety minutes,
with him and then asked him to
sign a document indicating that he
would do everything in his power
to bring about a cease fire. Here-fuse- d.
It is pretty clear that he is
in favor of the war, and wants Iraq
out of Kuwait"
26. Says one participant Trina ' ; RegW left the office at about
Brown, "I think this shows that "' 6:20 pm and t 7 pm, the build- -
people aren't going to stand by si-
lently while friends and relatives
are being killed."
The individuals who participat--
We feel that civil ;
disobedience is the
protest available
ed in the act of civil disobedience
had gone through fairly extensive
training prior to their February 14
ing manager formally asked the in
dividuals to leave so that the build-
ing could be closed. They refused,
and shortly afterwards, the police
came and peacefully escorted them
to the Massillon jail where they
were held overnight.
lThesttidents whojparticipated
stress the importance of the fact
that their actions were not simply
means to get arrested. Says Toen-
smeier, "We went with the inten-
tion of making a strong statement
which would change Regula's
mind.; We did not seek arrest--
Harris and CbaiitsKzm&w&&?rp3ipW ,l was com
of the religious studies depart-- ; - pelled by my own conscience to
mcaL Says participant Lane ' do it" It was the right decision for
Toensmeier, "We advertised the me. : But it wasn't fun in any re-fa-ct
that we were meeting as a spect, and was not something that
m . . a a m m m w m
I. ... 0 . ;
V
Wooster students In Ralph
Xclofckwlse from Idnlght,
!eilzkbet!LKWalCow
McFarlane. (photo by Sabrlna Simon)
had since the war began. Says
participant Clarke McFarlane, "I
feel a sense of powerlessness as
someone who is in a country
Which is. involved in a war, that 4!i . " ... '
bnstration of that outrage.
Holly McCoIlough, a fellow .
participant, agrees. "I don't regret
itatalL I've gotten a lot of posi
is. morally wrong." -
For the most part, the partici- -
I did everything in
such peopIe:as Qfcssdri liw&wa&Hfcr rjn'tagree with. This was ftfte8dRyeR to.
is morally wrong
pants feel their act of civil disobe- -
tive feedback and 1 ! think. 4t- - dience. wassuccjssful in that it
group to .express 'our views iTooKedrorwarJ m uuuigr prompted otner anu-w- ar peopie. i orougni io ine puoucs auenuon
through action, and those people
who showed up the most, ended up
taking part in this. All of this
was very carefully orchestrated.
4 ;..' A Z
Many other student partici- - feel a whole sense of powerless-pant-s
indicate, that the reason they n6ss. I did everything in my pdw-acte- d
was out of a personal sense er to oppose this war which I feel
of powerlessness that they have- - 'J'i0, 'v ' ' ' ":
act of OWU d'So went?
make r ?e'nrs
ktow to refrtStoUri.
Civil dHoWiftce f AfV.ITi,n vtn serfs ; s
for tit WW 4 Serial
Witt.4j&$ to acctftilt
Regula's office building Thursday Feb. 14th are
lly McCuilough, Caroline Isaacs, Lane Toensmeier,
ken, Trlria Brown, Jessamyn Neunaus, ana cianxe
their sense of frustration, campus
minister, and fellow participant
Tim Anderson,csays; "I think it
1
I f.. JirA
went very welL We were pleased
with the press coverage we re-
ceived as a result of this symbolic
action."
Dean of Students Ken
quellec indicates that the students'
actions were their own, and not
representative of the views of the
campus as a whole. "The individ-
uals arrested were acting as indi-
viduals. This was an act of per-
sonal conscience and not outreach
by the College.' It is a civil mat-- '
ten" :
.
:.
- ; --i '.'' o:;2. . ; '-- A
Pive$sVei cwftljAMM QNl'T'Skflj
ARTS
4.
- Footlights take spotlight
V on live radio comedy
Jennifer
Student chosen
for ensemble
ALISSA KULOW
Guest Writer
As a non-mus- ic major, it is
easy to forget that there are ways
other than exams to show academ--
ic excellence. Jennifer Sherwood,
a student here at the College of
Wooster, proved just that on Fri-
day, February 8 when she partici-
pated in the Ohio Intercollegiate
Wind Ensemble.
Sherwood, a sophomore trans-
fer student from Webster, New
York, transferred to the College of
Wooster from the Eastman School
of Music in Rochester, New York
last fall. As a sophomore, she has
not yet declared her major, but ten-
tatively plans on majoring in mu-
sic performance on the french
horn. If she chooses to major in
performance, she intends to per-
form professionally after Wooster.
Band directors from each of the
Ohio colleges and universities had
the chance to nominate their best
musicians. The participants were
then chosen based on number of
applicants and overall balance for
the ensemble.
The ensemble was conducted
i .
Sherwood
by Dr. Frederick Fennell, whose
organization, administration and
direction of the Eastman School of
Music Wind Ensemble have earned
him his place as the foremost in-
terpreter and advocate of wind mu-
sic in our time. He is currently
the conductor of the Tokyo Kosei
Wind Orchestra.
Fennell is originally from
Cleveland, and his return home to
conduct the Intercollegiate Wind
Ensemble was made possible
through the generosity of Dr. Fen-
nell himself, Mrs. Elizabeth Lud-wig-Fcn- ncll
and Ludwig Music,
Cleveland, Ohio.
When asked about her experi-
ence at the Intercollegiate Wind
Ensemble. Sherwood talked about
Fennell. She said it was unique
playing under him because he
shared with them the reasons com-
posers had written the music they
were playing. For example, the
'Funeral March" was written by
Edvard Grieg for a friend of his
who died suddenly.
It is also interesting to note
that she transferred from the same
see Sherwood: page 13
COLLEGE NEWS SERVICES
As a first-ye- ar student at The
College of Wooster last year. Teg
Smith was looking for a way to
have fun on Friday nights.
"I had to do something." says
Smith. "I couldn't get dates."
So Smith came tip with an ob-
vious solution: he developed a ra-
dio comedy troupe.
Smith and classmate Steve
Schroder are self--proclaimed advo-
cates of dying art forms, and they
have joined forces at Wooster to
work on the revival of their favor-
ite dying art form, radio review
comedy.
Together, Smith and Schrocter
are the organizational and creative
forces behind "Footlights," a 12--m
ember radio comedy troupe per-
forming original comedy sketches
live every Friday night on
WCWS-F- M, Wooster's campus ra-
dio station.
Smith, who came up with the'
idea for a comedy group last year
in the shower, has long been a fan
of radio shows such as the Green
Hornet and Shadow. He also
loves the zaniness of Monty Py-
thon and Saturday Night Live
Given these two passions, es--1
tablishing a radio comedy troupe
was a natural for Smith, right?
Well, not exactly. Actually
Smith began with the comedy
troupe. Performing on the radio
happened more or less by accident.
One of the troupe's members
had a late night show on WCWS
and began inviting other Foot-
lights' cast members to make ca--
Art professor presents
works in new mediums
SHAWN PERRY
Arts Editor
Walter Zurko. art professor
and chair of the College's art de-
partment, will present his first ex-
hibition of works in new mediums
at MacKenzie Gallery in the Sever-
ance Art Building Feb. 25 through
March 9. Tilled 777, the
presentation features sculptures in
wood, rubber and sheet metal.v
One such piece, titled "Pared." re--'
.
meo appearances to do sketches
between songs. Before long.
Footlights was devoting itself to
radio.
"Radio was a great art form,
and it could be again," says
Schrocter, a political science ma-
jor from Dayton. Ohio, who is
planning on a writing career.
Smith, meantime, has designs
on "a career to bring radio back."
The son of a Birmingham, Alaba-
ma television station manager.
Smith describes most TV pro-
gramming as "annoying."
That point of view surfaces
from time to time in Footlights'
sketches which poke fun at TV
commercials and shows, such as
spots for Rock Bottom Beer, "a
drink for the truly desperate." and
the soap opera "As The Minutes
Tick By where all the characters
are named Bob. "Every once in a
while. Dad does remind I me that ,
TV pays the bills." Smith says.
Other Footlights' sketches par-
ody aspects of campus life, histor-
ical and religious figures, and peo-
ple "who wear too much black."
Running gags include visits from
Elias Zealot and his Green Berets
for Jesus and "Footlights Explains
.Complicated Concepts -.- , a seg-
ment that ranges from bewildering
to helpless.
In addition to their weekly
midnight broadcasts on WCWS.
Footlights is planning a live,
staged broadcast with an audience
on Friday, March 29, from Freed-land- er
Theatre. That show, billed
as the Footlights Mystery Theatre
and patterned after old radio dra
ceived the best of show award in
the Ohio Fine Arts Exposition
held in Columbus last summer.
Zurko. who traditionally works
with ceramics, has shifted toward
sculpture because of the feeling of
a larger range of expression of his
art form which deals with an inter-
est in relationships between ob-
jects within the human condition.
The sculptures represent both
organic and inorganic objects
mas, will be complete with faint-
ing damsels. Irish cops, a Nazi
vixen and an intrepid hero.
The troupe takes it's name
from the Cambridge Footlights, a
continuing comedy group at Cam-
bridge University in England
founded in 1883. Smith and
Schroeter would like to see
Wooster's Footlights enjoy the
same success, if not the longevity,
and they are increasing the in-
volvement of other troupe mem-
bers to help accomplish that goal.
Originally Smith wrote all the
scripts himself. But this year sev-
eral cast members meet once a
week to prepare the 20-pa- ge
scripts. Schroeter recently has
taken over the leadership of the
troupe from Smith in order to
"move it out from under Teg's per-
sonality." Both agree that, indi-
rectly, they spend most of their
time, thinking about or. collecting
ideas for the group.
"We want Footlights to go on
long after we graduate." Schroeter
says.
Despite the seriousness of
their ambitions and the hours they
devote to the group. Smith and
Schroeter are in no danger of tak-
ing themselves too seriously.
' Schrocter characterizes the troupe's
weekly meetings as occasions
when "we rehearse, pontificate and
make fun of ourselves and each
other."
Adds Smith: "Footlights is a
great place for people to get to-
gether and let their talents flow.
It's a great kind of fun."
through abstract forms comprised
of wooden structures covered with
materials such as rubber, metal or
rope. Others simply have delicate
surface carvings to express Zurko's
artwork.
The gallery is open free to the
public from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Saturday, and 1- -5
p.m. Sunday. A reception for Zur-
ko will be held on Friday, March
1, from 4-- 6 p.m.
February 22,-1991- ;
The Silence of the Lambs: zhJ
New thriller
LINDA LONG s
Collegiate News Editor
On the cover of ihe Dean'- -
Koontz novel Whispers, there's a
little phrase that says: "Fear
screams; terror whispers." The
emotion that director' Jonathan '
Dcmme builds in his latest release 1
is a simmering, clenching, silent
terror that takes the viewer by the
scruff of the neck in the first few
scenes and grasps deeper and deeper
until the last moment and does
not relinquish control even when
the screen goes black after the fi-
nal credit rolls off.
The" movie is based on a novel
of the same name by Thomas Har-
ris, and stars Jodie Foster as he-
roine Clarice Starling, Anthony .
Hopkins as psychopathic serial
killer Dr. Hannibal "the cannibal" '
Lectcr and Scott Glenn as the lead-
er of the FBI's Behavioral Science
Unit.
Starling is a student at the FBI
Academy, and is called to detail to
heln on the imiesome new case ofr k
a serial murderer, "Buffalo Bill,"
who skiri fifcWcta-- W jotffei
to talk to Lcctcr.(ivVfiat Sric'docsrity
know is that he will eventually
lead her to "Buffalo BilL"
Every Women's House
offers community talent
SHAWN PERRY
Arts Editor
The ninth annual Every Wom-
an's House Benefit Variety Show
will be held in McGaw Chapel
this Saturday at 7:30 p.m. Every
Woman's House is a non-prof- it
social agency which offers a 24-ho- ur
hotline and emergency shelter
for women and their children who
are victims of domestic violence.
Sherwood: Wind Ensemble
well received in Cleveland
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2
school where Fennel had previo-is-l- y
conducted. Also, this was her
first trip to Cleveland, and she
learned to find her way around
quickly after getting lost!
The music performed by the
ensemble was "Folk Song Suite"
enthralls audience
i When Starlings first meets
Lecter" he is able to identify her-perfum- e
and hand cream, even
through hi? prison walls of trans- - j
parent plastic and she hasn't worn
them for days. The twosome strike
a "bargain. He --will give her clues '
to help her piece together the iden-- ;
lity of Buffalo Bill In exchange, :
she will give him herself in the
form of stories about her child-
hood.
Because of this, Starling and
Lecter build an odd relationship,
and their scenes together are
wrought with tension. So careful-
ly constructed are their dialogues
and characters, their scenes seem
not to be just directed, but choreo-
graphed, almost like a pas de deux
of brilliant minds.
' 'Letter's sheer genius is bone-chiliin- 'g'
and' frightening, his'
blood-thirst- y impulses seem to be
just an extension of his intelli-
gence. Starling is a woman con-
sumed with desire: the desire to
leave her roots behind; the desire
to know the darkness of the hu-
man mind; the desire to stop thev
l&lified' seaming; f lambs that
she nears whenever she sleeps.
Foster develops the role of
Starling refreshingly free of ro
The show presents comedy, vocal,
instrumental and dance talent
from the town and College com-
munity as well as from Westmi-
nister Presbyterian Church, who
sponsors the event
Among those appearing for
this year's show include the Col-
lege of Wooster Gospel Choir,
Mike Gorrell and his Country,
Guitar, vocalist Christie Johnson,
the Wooster Art Center Dancers,
written by Ralph Vaughn Wil-
liams, "Elegy" written by John
Barnes Chance, "Bullets and Bayo-
nets" written by John Phillip Sou-s- a
and edited by Dr. Fennell,
"Funeral March" written by Edward
Grieg and edited by Dr. Fennell
and "Elsa's Procession to the Ca-
thedral from Lohengrin," written
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mantic ties to a-ma- n, and the
bonding that ensues wi th Lecter is
a daring display of strength for the
young novice, who proves that
she can lock wits with the deepest
and darkest personalities. ...
The Silence of ihe Lambs
has been called "electrifying, terri-
fying" Newsweek 21891),
"spellbinding, sleek, tantaliz-
ing, hypnotic and mesmerizing"
(Entertainment Weekly 215Al)."
The praise for the performanc-
es of the principle actors has been
noted as "intelligent, brisk, savvy
(EW),n "fierce, committed and
driven (Newsweek)" for Foster and
as "watchful, droll, sinister(Atewj-week),- "
"rapid-fir- e. kn6wing, and
thrillingly seductive (W)" for
Hopkins. These appraisals are
right on target
Not for the faint of heart or
weak-stomache- d, this movie offers
an intelligent alternative to mind-
less thrasher flicks. Built on frigh-tening- ly
real characters, tight direc-
tion and intriguing dialogue. The
Silence of the Lambs is a grip-
ping drama, that despite a few
flaws in continuity, could be the
most haunting, disturbing 'and
sheerly intense psychological
thriller released in years.
the West Holmes High School
Jazz Band, Shirley Domer, Willie
Schreiber and Peter Havholm as
Master of Ceremonies.
Tickets for the show can be
purchased at Maurer Pharmacy,
Lowry Center and Westminster
Church House. Admission is
$1.00 for students and $3.00 for
general public. All profits will go
directly to Every Woman's House.
by Richard Wagner.
The Intercollegiate Wind En-
semble was presented by the Ohio
Music Educators Association and
the Ohio chapter of the College
Band Directors National Associa-
tion. This year the ensemble was
well received at the Convention
Center in downtown Cleveland.
"The Postman"
plays in Mom's
SHAWN PERRY
Arts Editor
The students of the College of
Wooster know him asThe Post-
man," the guy who works' at the
college post office, but Mike Gor-
rell will be showing another side
of himself as he performs with his
band. Northwest Territory along
with Ed . Ferris, at Mom's
Truckstop tonight at 9:00 p.m.
Gorrell is well versed in blue-gra- ss
music. He writes most of
the band's original material and
sings lead vocals. He also toured
with the Pennsylvania group
Whetstone Run for ten years.
Gorrell formed Northwest Ter-- .
ritory with Ferris, formally of
Country Gentlemen in 1987 and
since that time, the group has
played at various concerts and fes-
tivals throughout Ohio, Pennsyl-
vania, New York, Virginia, and
Florida. ' The group's first album
titled "Willow Springs" combines
original and traditional
'
In and Around Wooster
SHAWN PERRY, Voice Arts Editor
The Toledo Museum of Art will present Mirror of Empire:
Dutch' Marine Art of the Seventeenth Century, a major exhibition
consisting of 140 masterpieces from the Dutch Golden Age of paint
ing (1600-1700- ). This exhibition
rine themes as a separate category
political and cultural values and
greatest maritime power of that century. Artists such as Backhuysen,
Porcellis, van de Velde and Vroom will be featured through their
paintings, drawings, prints and
r
v
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Mike Gorrell
Other members of the group
are Jeff Vogelsang, mandolin and
vocals; Dan Fruth, banjo; and Mi-
chelle Blizzard, fiddle.
Admission to the performance
at Mom's is free and open to the
public.
is the first to survey the rise of ma
of painting, reflecting the historical,
aspirations of the Netherlands as the
sections of maps and navigational
charts. The exhibition opens January 27 and will run through April
28. Admission charge for the exhibition is $3.00.
The Stan Hywet Hall in Akron will host a winter Shakes-
peare production on February 22, 23 and 24 and March 1, 2, and 3 for
a contemporary interpretation of Macbeth Director Ian Maclennan
has removed the play from any time-specif- ic period to make it relate
to many of the issues relevant to us today in the misuse and abuse of
power. Tickets for all six performances are $10 each ($5 discount for
students for the Sunday evening performance) and can be obtained by
calling (216) 836-553- 3. Performances will begin at 8 p.m. on Friday
and Saturday and 7 p.m. on Sunday.
The College of Wooster's Lowry Center will feature
the work of Cleveland photographic artist Victor T. Simmons Feb.
10-Mar-ch 2. The exhibit is free and open to the public. Simmons,
recently blinded in one eye due to sickle cell anemia, works from his
own photos, magazines and other materials to create collages as
well as doing his own photography. Also known as V.T.S. Owl,
Simmons was the only Clevelander included in "Art of the Eye," an
exhibit which traveled to Tokyo and Paris as well as several U.S. cit-
ies during 1988-8- 9.
Av . . r
Men's basketball victory
Sophomore forward Brian Buchanan (32) snags a
rebound during the Scots' 90-5-7 drubbing of
Oberlin last Saturday. The victory brought Wooster
ts second consecutive NCAC North Division Title.
The Scots went on to manhandle Oberlin 92-4- 1 on
Tuesday In the first round of the NCAC Tournament.
Wooster, which Is currently 24-- 2 and ranked
seventh In the nation, faces Kenyon tonight at 6:15
p.m. In Tlmken Gymnasium. If the Scots win, they
will confront the winner of the Allegheny-Wittenber- g
game tomorrow night at 7:30. The victor will receive
an automatic bid to the ncaa Division in
Tournament, (photo by Krlsta Hicks)
HAIR IN YOUR EYES???
Come get it cut at
Dick Stall's Hair Clinic
appointments or walk ins welcome
Men's and women's hair
389 W. Liberty (next to AAA) 264-333- 1
JEN POPE
Sports Writer
This past weekend the swim
team traveled to Oberlin to finish
the regular season with the NCAC
Conference championships. The
team went to the meet with se ver-
al goals to accomplish and they
accomplished them all. The wom-
en placed fourth out of eight and
men placed seventh. The swim-
mers had many life and seasonal
best times throughout the meet
Quite a few swimmers qualified
for nationals, both individually
and in relays. Coach Keith Beck-
ett was very pleased with the re--'
suits of the meet.
The women's fourth place fin-
ish was behind three of the four
top teams in the nation last year.
The women defeated both of their
toughest rivals, Wittenberg and
Ohio Wesleyan, to take the fourth
spot. During the meet several of.
the women qualified individually
for nationals. These women were
Wendy Freeburn in the 50 and 100
yard freestyle. Katy Schnell in the
100 yard backstroke. Jeralyn Vi-ta- le
in the 200 yard breaststroke.
and Sara Shumar qualified again in
the 200 yard breaststroke.
Other women qualified in the
three relays that qualified this
7
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Swimmers shine at conference
rvr
weekend. These women are: SheJ-li-e
Green. Katie Erdman, Freeburn
and Tammy Behringer in the 800
yard freestyle relay; Sandy Clark.
Kelly Allen. Freeburn and Kathy
Behringer in the 200 yard free re-
lay; Schnell. Shumar. Behringer
and Freeburn in the 400 yard med-
ley relay. These women join
Behringer. Liz Bugbee and Shumar
to travel to Atlanta over spring
break.
" Both the 800 yard freestyle and
the 200 yard freestyle relays
achieved All-Conferen- ce honors.
Freeburn achieved similar honors
by placing third in the 50 yard
freestyle. Katy Schnell broke the
school record of 1:03.1 in the 100
yard backstroke when she qualified
for nationals with a 1:023.
The women breaststrokers,
Shumar. Lauren Yont, Vitale.
Heather Johnston, and Bugbee.
continued their dominance with
every women placing in the top
12 in eimer. the. 100,01,200:
yard breaststroke.
The men had an excellent
meet. According to Beckett, the
men "swam beyond themselves to
finish where they did.' Witten-
berg stayed close on their tails
throughout the entire meet but the
men never let the Tigers catch
them. Again, the distance dynasty
came through. All four men who
swam the 1650 yard freestyle
placed in the top 13. Tom Hun-gerfo- rd
swam a national qualifying
time again to take second, fol-
lowed by Mark Groynom in sixth.
Brian Vereb in seventh and Chad
Coffman in thirteenth.
Other outstanding swims in-
cluded those by Andrew Schultz.
Doug Keily. Steve Page. Dave
Knox and others. Beckett noted
that every man that scored points
will be back next year.
The divers again added to the
scoreboard. Bill "the diver" Kan-zing- er
and Becky Mullin both
scored oh the one and three meter
boards. Wade Gibson and Kristin
Beernink each scored on the one
meter.
Beckett said he saw a definite
team effort both in and out of the
water. "The accomplishments
made." said Beckett, "would not
have been- - possible without every-
one who participated."
uiilO Afewjnernbcrs cf ihe team
are preparing to swim next week-
end at the Case Western Invitation-
al in order to attempt to improve
their times. The national team is
preparing for the National Cham-
pionships in Atlanta. The wom-
en's meet is the first week of
spring break and the men's is the
second week.
adent Services Leatlab. P.O. Box 22-25- 96, Hollywood. Florida 3302?
Save up to 50 or more on your !
The exact same lenses your doctor ordered'at wholesaleprices.
Our lov prices let yon SAVE OP TO 50 PB HOlttLenses as low as $14 per pair. ..no clubs to join
...no hassles. ..no giaaicks. Most lenses shipped
to 70a within 24 hoars via rederal Express all
are 100 COAIANTZEDI siapl y call in your Doctor's
naae and phone nuaber(or address) using our tollfree number below. (24 hours-- 7 days) Our optician
vill contact your Doctor for yoe and obtain yourprescription. (Verification is required to order)
STAZT SATIHC BOWf OIDII TOLL-FI- ZZ 1-800-- 726-702 TODAY!
1 (ln sent C.0.0. 1th mil sMpptn? ntf tntortnet')
YES... we can
save you up to
50 and more on
aO name brands
-i-ncluding new
"disposables".
24 Hoe
7 Day "I
What the scoreboard doesn't tell
Stomping Oberlin College 9241 in the first round of ihc the NCAC
Men's Basketball Tournament was an impressive showing by the Fight- - "DAK iRaD
ing Scots. Equally impressive is the team's 24-- 2 record (1 1- -0 in confer-- nuuu IIMr
ence play), 14-ga- mc winning streak and seventh place national ranking.
Bat that's not what makes the Fighting Scots mie winiKis. Here's what Robb DeGraw .
the scoreboard doesn't lelL. , !
'--
u.--.
At the end of the first half Saturday afternoon, the Scots led the Yeo- - , .. ... . "
men 48-2- 1. Coach Steve Moore then substituted post of up starting five with first-yea- rs and sophomores. .
Granted. Oberlin isnt the most formidablereparian (falling to the Black and Gold 90-5- 4 earlier last week),
but Woostcr proceeded to troimce the" Yeomen with less experienced players, like Meinen (who started the
combined efforts for a total of 31 pointsgame). Rodgcrs, Grice, Ifeduba and Morgan.' These first-ye- ar players
(just 10 points shy of Oberlin's 4 1 points for the game). Thai's depth. ... , C .
What the scoreboard doesn't tell you is that this is a "team-
- in every sense of the word. First-yea- rs and
well together. This isseen by the 33 assists Saturday,seniors are not oniy playing well, they're playing ,
(that's 66 points!) and also in the scoring distributiom-al- l starters are averaging double digits forthe season.
Tonight the Scots look to continue their perfect NCAC record in a home court match-u- p against Kenyon at
8:15 pjn. The 24 wins for the year have set a new school record-o- ne vhich the team plans to extend
through the tournament. Watch the score, but remember what the scoreboard doesn't tell!
'
Make vYoure Spring
' BreafcicATrangeraents Now!
i-- r: ' ff-)f;-
.- Jr.'urn- - 001. orii ni I .0:1 1o bior. lr-i'x- ?
Flair Travel Consultants Inc.
346 E. Bowman Street (near McDonalds) .
WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
For all your travel needs CALL (216) 264-650- 5
'
,:-
-
V1-'---
'"
-- - 'v--. -- .'"U 4-- " .- -'
-- J jiU la ziadmsgisieVeflOhtoTrgelftAfBte n
' Join lis for , ''
at
;The Wooster Inn
' 801 East Wayne Avenue
Wooster. Ohio 44691
Starting
. f : ftbruSry. ?14; MX of ?J
from 3:00 5:00 p:ri.
- tveryinursaay
RESERVATIONS SUGGESTED
' rhone (216) 264-234-1
FAX --(216) 264-99- 51
rft
Off campus applications
':' ?.-- -;. . . , ,:- - I
are now available for students
wishing to study off campus on
foreign or domestic programs for-
the fall semester 1991 or the ace-dem-ic
year 1991-- 2. The applica-tion- s
are available in the Interna-
tional programs office (Kauke 233)
The College requires that thisap
plication be on file in order to re-
tain status as a full time student.
If you would like to discuss this
with Carolce further, please contact
'beratX-240- 6.
Scholarships,. Fellow-- j
ships, and Grants.
Ed's Services
Box 3006
Boston, Ma 02130
Come to Cheer
Come to Boo
: at
--AMATUER NIGHT"
'r v live at
UNDERGROUND
.u .- -.
February 28, 1991
- 7:30:f5rh '
. .. $ .50
Comedy..Lipsink...
instruments'.. .Singing..
LDance...Trieatre...etc.
O
Women's; basketball loss
First-yea- r -- post Bridget Smoot (44) shoots the ball
-- 'during the Scots' 65-6- 2 loss to Oberlin In the first
round of , the NCAC Tournament. Wooster ended
the season with an 18--7 overall record and an 8-- 3
conference record. The Scots finished with the
best team, defense In the NCAC allowing only an
average of 53.8 points per game. Senior post Amy
Aukamp .led the conference In blocked shots
averaging 2.3 blocked shots per game. Junior
guard Christy Evans came In second In free throw(85) and In assists (5.9 per game), (photo by Krlsta
Hicks)
Coming Up.
MEN'S BASKETBALL (NCAC Tournamemj
Date, :, Opponent Site Time
Feb. 22 Kenyon H 8:15
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S SWIMMING
Date Opponent Site Time
Feb. 23 Case Reserve A TBA
Invitational
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S INDOOR TRACK
Date Opponent Site Time
Refreshments sold Feb. 22 Kenyon A 6:00
Invitational ' "
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ACAC4S 18 Shrad
20 Protect
1 Pttcnar's taw 22 Young boy
pas 23 m nnotl
5 to what 24Siwfco
mmr7 27 Eocrrtrte
SPhonograpn 31 Enemy
12 Greet Lako 33Seeee
13 Room In harem 37 Dressed timber
14 Preposition 40 Fish eggs
15 Period of testing 41 Southern state:
18 Sum up abbr.
17 Fright
42 Meet
45 Hunting dog
49 Among
50 In music, high
52 Weary
53 Distance , -
54 Female ruff
55 Send forth
56 War god
57 Mom's partner '
56 Lairs
DOWN
1 Strip of I
Ifyou thought that finding a color
Macirtfceh'system you could afford
2 Region
SRewekngs
4 Water pot
SCosects
eUnueuat
7 West Ike a duck
8 Disagree wrth
9 Arrow poieon
10 Mcfcneme lor
Stanley
11 Heevy string
19 Organ of
21
24
25
28
28
29
30
34
35
36
37
38
39
42
43
46
47
48
51
discord
was just a dream, then the new, affordable hlaciriiosh LC is a dream
come true.
.
The Macintosh LC is rich in cokx Un marry computers tta
only 16 colors at once, the Macintosh ICexpandsypurpaletteto256cotors
It also comes with a rnicrophone and new sound-rriputtechnokpgythat- kts
you personalize your work by adding voice cir other sounds.
like every Nlacintosh computer, the LC is easy to set up and easy to
master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the
same, consistent way--so once ytxi've learned one program, you're well
OT)Our way to learning tiiemalT
mation with someone who uses a different type cfcomputer-than-ks to
Lhe versatile Appfc'SuperDrire," which can read from and write to Macintosh,
h IS--DOS, OS2, and Apple U floppy disks.
Take a look at the Aladntosh LC and see what it ghra youThen pinch
yourself It's better than a dream-i- t's a Macintosh. .'
For further information contact
DaalnseinTaorHall
Room 311 ExL 2245
Of
of ship
River in
Scotland
Priest's
vestment
Born
Sticky
substance
Barter
Deem goddess
Hotdbeck
Endured
Rubber tree
Tangled
Incarnation of
Vishnu
Arabian
commander
Heap
duration
of
Emerald isle
Soaks Sax
Meadow
r
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HAPPY HOUR; The Underground, 4-7- pm
VIDEO: U2 Rattle and Hum, The Underground, 730pra
SPOTLIGHT SHOWCASE: Ed Ferris, Mike Gorrell. & The Northwest
Territory. LC Mom's Truck Stop, 9-- 1 1pm (Come hear our friendly LC
postman sing!)
MOONLIGHT BOWLING: LC Scot Lanes, 1 lpm-1230a-ra .
FILM: Wild Orchid, Mateer.730 & 10pm
BAND: The French Lenards, The Underground, 10pm-2a- m
Simr!w.Fehngrv24
CLASSIC FILM: The Seventh Seal. Mateer, 7:30pm
MnnflTy.FebfgrY25
SPEAKER: LesbianGay Activist Karen Thompson, Gault, 730pm
(co-sponsor-ed with LAMBDA, Dene' House & Women Studies)
Wrrv.rTO2rv 27
VIDEOS: Raiders of the Last Art, The Underground, 730pm, --
Indiana Jones and the Temple ofDoom, The Underground, 10pm
AMATUER NIGirn The Underground, 730pm" - -
SNEAK FRE VIEW: IS SATTA REALLY COMING ON MARCH 1?
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